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In this paper we will define a class of locally non-orientable regular maps called 
“cantankerous.” We will show that cantankerous maps are self-Petrie, we will prove 
a lower bound on the number of vertices such a map may have, and we will give 
some data which suggest that the cantankerous maps are a fairly restricted class of 
regular maps. Our main result here is that any vertex-improper map must either be 
one bf these cantankerous maps or be constructed from a smaller vertex-proper 
map by the Riemann-surface algorithm. We then apply these results to graph 
theory. Biggs has shown that if A4 is an orientable rotary map whose underlying 
graph is K,,, then n must be a power of a prime. We will show that, if n > 6, K,, has 
no regular embedding; this shows that the only exception to Biggs’ theorem in the 
non-orientable case is n = 6, and that the rotary embeddings of K,, given by 
Heffter’s construction are chiral. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
DEFINITIONS 
A map is an embedding of a graph or multigraph into a compact, con- 
nected, two-dimensional surface so that the surface is divided into a finite 
number of simply-connected regions. We will consider a map to be a 
topological polyhedron, and speak of the regions as faces of the map. A 
symmetry of the map is a homeomorphism of the surface which preserves 
the map. The symmetries of a map A4 form a group under composition, 
G(M), which we can regard as finite if we regard two symmetries which are 
the same permutation of the edges, faces, and vertices as being identical, 
A map A4 is rotary provided that, for some face F and some vertex V 
adjacent to F, G(M) has a symmetry R which permutes the edges of F one 
step cyclically around F, and a symmetry S which cyclically permutes the 
edges incident with V one step around V. A rotary map A4 is regular 
provided that it also has a symmetry X which leaves F and V fixed, but 
interchanges the two edges incident with both. A map which is rotary but 
not regular is called chiral. The meaning of the word “regular” in this paper 
agrees with that commonly in use for polytopes and complexes, as in [3] 
for instance. In papers on maps, the word “reflexible” is often used for what 
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we will call regular maps, and “regular” [S] or “symmetrical” [2] is used 
for the maps this paper calls rotary. 
A Petrie path is a cycle of edges in which each two consecutive edges 
share a face and a vertex, but no three in a row share either. The group of 
a rotary map is transitive on Petrie paths and .contains a symmetry which 
is motion two steps along a Petrie path; the group of a regular map con- 
tains a symmetry which is motion one step along a Petrie path. A map of 
p-gons meeting q at a vertex and having Petrie paths of length r is said to 
be of type {PT qlr- 
The dual of a map M, D(M), is formed on the same surface as M; there 
is a new vertex at each face center, and a new edge crossing each old edge, 
so that each old vertex is surrounded by the edges of a new face. Clearly, 
D(D(M)) = M, and D(M) is rotary (regular) iff A4 is rotary (regular). The 
Petrie of M, P(M), is formed from M by dissolving its faces and spanning 
by a membrane each cycle of edges that forms a Petrie path of M. Then 
P(P(M)) = M and P(M) is regular iff M is regular; however, if A4 is chiral, 
P(M) is not rotary. The opposite of M, opp(M), is PDP(M) = DPD(M). It 
is formed from M in the following way: label each edge with a number and 
an arrow pointing along it in the same direction on both sides. Then cut 
the map apart along the edges and glue it back together so that the num- 
bers match but the arrows do not. The resulting map is opp(A4). If A4 is 
of type (P, qll, then D(M) is of type (q,p}r, P(M) is of type (r, q}p, and 
opp(M) is of type (p, r > 4. See [ 81 for more detail about D, P, and opp. 
Figure 1 shows a map and its opposite, with one vertex indicated on 
each map. Each map has four faces. The first has eight vertices, while the 
second has four. Note that the sequence 8, 1, 12, 13, 4, 5, 16, 9, 8 of edges 
is a Petrie path in the first map, while in the second map these edges are 
the edges around the marked vertex. 
Suppose M and N are rotary maps and 4 is a function from the surface 
of N onto the surface of M, satisfying the following properties: 
1. 4 is continuous on all of N. 
3 
L. 
vertices 
4 is a local homeomorphism 
and face-centers. 
everywhere except perhaps at the 
3. 4 sends vertices to vertices, edges to edges, faces to faces. 
Then N is called a covering of M and 4 the corresponding projection. Let 
Kc,+(M) be the collection of all N covering A4 so that the projection is 
f-to-l at each face center, v-to-l at each vertex, and e-to-l everywhere 
else. Then f and v must divide e. If e =f= v, the covering is smooth, and it 
is branched otherwise. If v = 1, the covering is totally ramified, and N is in 
K ab,b, i(M) for some positive integers a, b. N is of type (ap, abq) CT for some 
c if A4 is of type (p, q},. In [9], we show that M = N/S9 if N is a totally 
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FIG. la. A map M of type (8,4)*. 
FIG. lb. The map opp(M) of type (8, S},. 
ramified covering of A4 (the notation means A4 is formed from N by iden- 
tifying two vertices, edges, or faces if S9 or some member of its normal 
closure in G(N) takes one onto the other); further, we give an algorithm for 
finding every rotary map in Kab,b, 1 (M) for a given rotary map M. 
CANTANKEROUS MAPS 
Let u and u be two adjacent vertices of a rotary map 44 and let W 
be the union of all the edges joining u to U. If every open subset of M 
containing W is non-orientable, A4 is called cantankerous. 
In other words, A4 is cantankerous provided that it contains a cycle of 
two edges which reverses orientation. By the transitivity of the group on 
edges, every edge must be involved in such a cycle. 
Suppose that in M each vertex meets h others k times apiece. If A4 is 
cantankerous, then clearly k > 1, since a sufficiently small neighborhood of 
a single edge is orientable. We wish first to show that k is exactly 2. 
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FIG. 2. A typical vertex in a cantankerous map. 
Label each edge joining u to u with a short arrow crossing it so that 
when seen from u, all these arrows point in the same direction. Then the 
cantankerousness of A4 implies that when seen from u, these arrows will not 
all point in the same direction. Then a rotation h steps around u will send 
vertex u onto itself, and it will reverse the direction of at least one of the 
arrows. Such a symmetry must act as a reflection about some axis passing 
through u, and so must have order 2. Thus k = 2, as required. Thus the 
vertices and edges around a vertex must be arranged as in Fig. 2. 
THEOREM 1. A cantankerous map M is self-Petrie (i.e., P(M) = M). 
Proof: We have just shown that for each edge in A4 there is exactly one 
other with the same endpoints. The function which switches each edge with 
its mate in this pairing sends faces to Petrie paths and vice versa. Thus, if 
we consider P(M) to be made up from the same edges as A4 differently 
arranged, then this switching function sends the faces of A4 to the faces of 
P(M), and vice-versa, so A4 and P(M) are identical. 
Suppose A4 is a cantankerous map of type {p, q}r. Then A4 must be 
regular, since any non-orientable rotary map is regular, and Y =p, since A4 
is self-Petrie. If p = Y = 3, opp(A4) must be the tetrahedron { 3, 3 >, and so 
A4 must be the hemi-octahedron, Fig. 3. 
FIG. 3. The hem&octahedron { 3,4} 3. 
582bf47/3-2 
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FIG. 4. Some faces of I-,,; D(T,) is cantankerous. 
If p = Y = 4, then opp(M) must be a map of type {4,4) on the torus; in 
fact7 OPP((49 412n+ LO) is cantankerous for each n. If q = 4, D(M) is a map 
called r,,, shown in Fig. 4. It has 3rt faces, and each face meets each of the 
four vertices. r, is in K”,,, i (r, ) and ri is derived from the cube by identi- 
fying antipodal points. 
THEOREM 2. If A4 is a cantankerous map of type ( p, q jp with p > 4 and 
q = 2h > 4, and ifg is the smallest positive integer > 1 such that h/g is an odd 
integer, then the number V of vertices of M satisfies 
Val+h+2g. 
Prooj Call two vertices neighbors if they share an edge, and call two 
vertices b and d co-neighbors if there is a vertex c and face U so that the 
cycle of vertices around U includes ..bcd... In Fig. 2, for instance, a, c, and 
e are neighbors of b, and d and f are co-neighbors of b. We will establish 
our result by showing that b and its h neighbors and its at least 2g co- 
neighbors are all different. 
LEMMA. In a cantankerous map, no vertex meets a face more than once. 
Proof Suppose otherwise, that some vertex b meets some face U twice 
or more. If the nearby vertices at one occurrence are ..abcd.., they must be 
..abcd.. at every occurrence. There are only two edges with bc as endpoints. 
If one of them occurs twice around U, then U meets itself and so must be 
the only face of M. This is a contradiction, since the only regular maps 
with one face are well known and are not cantankerous. On the other 
hand, if the vertices ..abcd.. occur around a face at one bc-edge, they are a 
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Petrie path at the other, so both bc-edges cannot occur around the same 
face. 
We return to the main proof. Let vertices a, b, c, d, e, f be situated as 
in Fig. 2. 
Since h > 2, d is distinct from f, and a is distinct from e. Since p > 4, d 
and f are distinct from a, e, and their adjacent co-neighbors of b. In fact, 
no co-neighbor of b is also a neighbor, since rotation h steps around b 
leaves each neighbor fixed, but interchanges the co-neighbors in pairs. 
Let S be rotation one step around b in the direction which is clockwise in 
Fig. 2. 
Let x be the smallest positive integer such that dS” is either d or J: We 
will show that dS” must then in fact beJ: Suppose, to the contrary, that it 
is d. Since x is the smallest of its kind, it must divide q = 2h, the order of 
S. On the other hand, since dSh =f, and dSix = d for all i, x must not divide 
h. So, 2h is an odd multiple of X, and so x is even. Let x = 2~. If we let 
s = dS”, then sSv = dS” = d, and thus, S-” interchanges d and s. Since h is an 
odd multiple of X, dSh must then be s, and since dSh is known to be f, 
s must be f, contradicting the minimality of X. 
Thus, dS” =f, and from that it follows that fS” = d, and so dS2” = d and 
fS2” =f, and so S2” must fix all the co-neighbors of b. By the minimality 
of x, b must have exactly 2x co-neighbors, and 2x must divide q = 2h, so 
x divides h. Since dSh =f, h must be an odd multiple of x,. and since g is 
the smallest such integer, g< x, our result follows directly. 
Let us denote by c,,2h the possibly infinite map derived from the tessella- 
tion (p, 2h) of p-gons meeting 2h at a vertex by identifying two faces, 
edges, or vertices if the cantankerousness of the map requires it. Cp,2h, then 
is the largest cantankerous map of type (p, 2h}, and all others are smooth 
projections of it. Since opp(M) = PDP(M), a cantankerous map which is 
self-dual is self-everything (i.e., self-dual, self-Petrie, and self-opposite). Let 
SECSh stand for the largest self-everything cantankerous map of type 
(2h, 2h},,. Very few of these are known to be finite. Those that are finite 
are listed in Table I, along with all other known cantankerous maps. 
Some notation: A jth order hole is a cycle in which each two consecutive 
edges subtend j faces on the right (or on the left, but consistently 
throughout). The notation of Table I makes two uses of the holes: First, 
MI h, and M 1 1 h, are the projections of M produced by identifying two 
vertices, edges, or faces if they lie at distance h, apart along some second- 
order hole or distance h3 along some third-order hole, respectively. Second, 
Hj(M) is the map whose faces are the jth order holes of A4. See [S] for 
details. 
With evidence this scanty, a conjecture that a given cp,2h or SECZh is 
finite would be premature. Note, however, that since it must cover both 
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TABLE I 
Known Finite Cantankerous Maps 
E p=r 4 
6n 3n 4 
2n2 4 2n 
30 6 6 
54 12 6 
60 6 6 
84 7 6 
84 8 8 
84 6 8 
168 6 8 
168 8 8 
180 5 10 
288 8 6 
330 5 12 
330 10 6 
330 11 12 
504 6 8 
504 24 8 
546 6 12 
546 14 6 
546 7 12 
576 8 6 
1224 9 6 
1224 8 18 
1224 9 18 
1224 8 18 
1518 12 12 
1518 11 6 
1518 11 12 
1650 5 12 
1650 55 12 
1800 10 10 
2808 12 12 
2808 8 12 
3600 10 10 
3600 10 10 
F 
n”z 
10 
9 
20 
24 
21 
28 
56 
42 
72 
72 
132 
66 
60 
168 
42 
182 
78 
156 
144 
272 
306 
272 
396 
253 
276 
276 
660 
60 
360 
468 
702 
720 
720 
V 
3n 
2n 
10 
18 
20 
28 
21 
21 
42 
42 
36 
96 
55 
110 
55 
126 
126 
91 
182 
91 
192 
408 
136 
136 
136 
253 
506 
253 
275 
275 
360 
468 
468 
720 
720 
Map 
D(m) 
opp(4, 4),,0 (n is odd) 
SEC6 
Map A (See below) 
c 6.6 
C 
SEF, 
HWGJ 
w I 8 
Map B (See below) 
C 5.10 
GA I 12 
MapC=C5,121 I3 
Hz(C) 
H,(C) 
C 
H,(?i 8) 
Map D (See below) 
H,(D) 
H,(D) 
C 8.6 
C 
Map E ($z below) 
H,(E) 
H,(E) 
Map F=SEC121 13 
H,(F) 
H,(F) 
C 5,12 
H5(C5,12) 
SEC10 I I I 15 
Map G = SEC,, I 4 
H,(G) 
SEC10 
HG=Go) 
Note. A, Map A lies in K 3,1,3 (opp{4,4},,,). B, SE& has a smooth twofold orientable 
cover, and Map B is its opposite. Map D is opp(H,(opp(H,{3, 12},))). Map E is 
D(H~(~PP(H#‘(Hz(C,,))))))- 
Map F and Map G, SECIZ, if it is finite, must have a multiple of 710,424 
edges. 
Call a map A4 vertex-proper provided that no two distinct edges have the 
same endpoints, and call M vertex-improper otherwise. The following 
theorem characterizes all vertex-improper rotary maps. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose M is a vertex-improper rotary map in which each 
vertex meets exactly h others k times apiece. Then exactly one of these two 
statements holds: 
(1) M is cantankerous and so k = 2. 
(2) There is a vertex-proper rotary map L and integer g dividing k 
such that A4 is in X,,,,(L), where q(L) = h. 
ProoJ Let b be a vertex, and let S be rotation one step around b. Then 
Sh must fix every neighbor of b; let c be one of them. There are then two 
possibilities for Sh as a symmetry which fixes c: 
I. Sh acts as a reflection about some axis passing through c. 
II. Sh acts as a rotation by some amount around c (in which case the 
amount must be a multiple of h). 
If I holds, Sh reverses orientation around c, so for any edge e joining b 
to c, any neighborhood of e u eSh must be non-orientable. Thus M is 
cantankerous and (1) holds. 
If case II holds, then by symmetry, rotation by h steps around any vertex 
fixes all its neighbors and is rotation by some multiple of h around each of 
them. Then rotation by h steps around any vertex is rotation by some mul- 
tiple of h around every vertex (the multiple differing, perhaps, from vertex 
to vertex). Since rotation by h steps around any one vertex is a conjugate 
of Sh, this says that the cyclic group generated by Sh is normal in G(M); 
let L = M/sh. Since Sh leaves every vertex fixed, the factoring does not 
require us to identify any two distinct vertices. Therefore, each vertex in L 
shares exactly one edge with each of its exactly h neighbors, and L has the 
same number of vertices as M. From this it follows directly that assertion 
(2) holds, as required. 
Any question about rotary maps in which the possibility of multiple 
adjacencies between vertices arises will require the application of Theorem 
3 to resolve. As a sample of such a question, let us look at questions of 
embedding complete graphs in surfaces. 
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The collection of vertices and edges of a map make up its underlying 
multigraph; its underlying graph is formed from this by identifying all edges 
with the same pair of endpoints. If k edges are compressed into one, the 
graph is said to occur with multiplicity k. Note that M and P(M) have the 
same underlying multigraph. 
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Given a graph G, several questions arise: Is G the underlying graph of 
some rotary map? of some regular map? If it is, to what multiplicities does 
it occur? 
The first graph to draw attention, naturally, is K,, the complete graph 
on n vertices. In 1898, Heffter [6] gave a clever construction, using finite 
fields, of a map with p faces, each one a (p - 1 )-gon, each face meeting 
each other face. The dual of this map, then, has underlying graph Kp, 
where p is a prime. Heffter’s construction generalizes without change to 
include powers of primes. From his construction, Kb underlies the 
tetrahedron { 3, 3}, KS underlies {4,4},,,, K7 underlies (3, 6}1,2, and KS 
underlies a map credited to Edmonds by Coxeter [4, p. 3881. In 1971-1972 
[ 11, Biggs showed that if A4 is an orientable rotary map whose underlying 
graph- is K,, with multiplicity 1, then n must be a power of a prime. James 
and Jones [7] showed that Heffter’s maps are the only orientable rotary 
embeddings of K, and that these maps are regular only for n = 2, 3, or 4. 
Our contribution to this topic is 
THEOREM 4. If n > 6, then K,, is not the underlying graph of any regular 
map. 
Note that this implies two facts: (1) For powers of primes greater than 
6, Heffter’s maps must all be chiral. (2) The only exception to Biggs’ 
theorem for non-orientable maps is the embedding of K6 in the projective 
plane as the hemi-icosahedron, Fig. 5. 
Also note the strength of the assertion; K, does not underlie a regular 
map with any multiplicity. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume, to the contrary, that K,, is the underlying 
graph of the regular map M. Let p and q be the number of edges around 
a face and a vertex, respectively. 
FIG. 5. The hemi-icosahedron. 
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FIG. 6. The neighborhood of the vertex 0 if p = 3. 
FIG. 7. The rest of the neighborhood of 0 if p = 3. 
j 
9 
c 
0 
,,n-j ~j~-~~~n-j~t(j-l)=n-i=q 
0 
FIG. 8. Two faces around 0. 
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Suppose A4 is cantankerous. If p = 3, A4 is the hemi-octahedron, whose 
underlying graph is K3. If p = 4, M is opp (4,4 )2m + 1,0 for some m, and its 
underlying graph is Kzm + 1, 2m + 1. If p>4, let h=n-1, so q=2h= 
2(n - 1) > 10 >4, and Theorem 2 applies. But then n = Vb 2g+ h + 1 = 
2g + n, which is impossible, since g is at least 2. This contradiction shows 
that A4 cannot be cantankerous. By Theorem 3, then, we can assume that 
A4 is vertex-proper and K,, is its underlying multigraph, i.e., its underlying 
graph with multiplicity one. Choose a vertex to label 0, and number its 
neighbors 1 to q = n - 1 in order around 0. 
We wish to show that neither p nor r is 3 or 4. Suppose p = 3. Then Fig. 
6 shows part of the neighborhood of vertex 0. 
Since there are only n = q + 1 vertices, the vertex labeled x must be one 
of the vertices numbered 1, 2,..., q. The reflection which leaves 0 fixed but 
reverses 1 and q must also switch 2 and q - 1, 3, and q - 2, etc. But x is 
also fixed by this reflection, so q must be odd and x must be (q + 1)/2. 
Since the rotation one step clockwise about 0 sends i to i + 1 mod q, the far 
side of the circle must be as in Fig. 7. 
But when we compare this to Fig. 6, we see that all the faces around x 
areinview:(1,x,x+1),(x+1,x,O),(O,x,x-1),(x-1,x,q)and(q,x, 1). 
Thus x is 5-valent, so q = 5 and n = 6, which is excluded by the hypothesis. 
Thus the faces of M cannot be 3-gons, and a very similar argument shows 
that they cannot be 4-gons either. 
Note that this also shows that the Petrie paths of A4 cannot have length 
3 or 4, since then P(M) would be a regular map with 3- or 4-gonal faces 
having underlying graph K,,. 
So the faces of A4 must have five or more edges apiece. Suppose the 
vertex preceding q in the face (..q 0 1 ..) is numbered j. Then the reflection 
which fixes 0 and that face must move vertex i to vertex q + 1 - i = n - i for 
all i. Thus j goes to n -j, and the face is (..j q 0 1 n -j...). In the face j - 1 
steps clockwise from that one the vertices must be (..2j- 1, j- 1 0 j q . ..) as 
in Fig. 8. 
The edge between q and j appears in both these faces; if we trace the 
Petrie path which begins 0 q j in face A, its next edge is j, 0 in face B. Thus 
this Petrie path has length 3, contradicting our previous result. This 
contradiction establishes our theorem. 
OTHER GRAPHS 
The corresponding question for some other graphs having symmetry is 
easier to answer. Where we have been able to find rotary embeddings of a 
graph, we have usually been able to find regular ones. In the following 
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theorems, which we present without proof, we use the phrase “G occurs” 
to mean that there exists a regular map whose underlying graph is G: 
THEOREM 5. The n-cycle occurs for every n. If n is even, it occurs to 
every multiplicity; tf n is odd, it occurs to every odd multiplicity, but not to 
any even multiplicity. 
THEOREM 6. The graph K,,. occurs for every n and to every multiplicity. 
Moreover, tf n = 2m, opp ($4 > ,,,,, is a genus embedding of K,,. . ( That is, 
there is no surface of genus smaller than that of opp(4,4 I,,,,, in which K,,. 
will embed. )
THEOREM 7. The graph K,, n,n occurs for every n at least to multiplicities 
1 and 3. Moreover, opp( 3, 6 >n,O is a genus embedding of K,,,,,. 
The question of what multiplicities are possible seems not to be well 
explored. Usually, if a graph has sufficient symmetry to occur at all, it 
occurs to every multiplicity. There are, however, interesting anomalies. For 
instance, KS occurs only to multiplicity 1 or 2, as does the Peterson graph; 
K 2,2,2 occurs to every multiplicity except those that are divisible by 5; and 
a certain 3-valent graph with 28 vertices occurs only to multiplicity 2 (in 
the cantankerous map C7,6). 
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